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Abstract
Background: Analysis of any newly sequenced bacterial genome starts with the identification of
protein-coding genes. Despite the accumulation of multiple complete genome sequences, which
provide useful comparisons with close relatives among other organisms during the annotation
process, accurate gene prediction remains quite difficult. A major reason for this situation is that
genes are tightly packed in prokaryotes, resulting in frequent overlap. Thus, detection of translation
initiation sites and/or selection of the correct coding regions remain difficult unless appropriate
biological knowledge (about the structure of a gene) is imbedded in the approach.
Results: We have developed a new program that automatically identifies biologically significant
candidate genes in a bacterial genome. Twenty-six complete prokaryotic genomes were analyzed
using this tool, and the accuracy of gene finding was assessed by comparison with existing
annotations. This analysis revealed that, despite the enormous effort of genome program
annotators, a small but not negligible number of genes annotated within the framework of
sequencing projects are likely to be partially inaccurate or plainly wrong. Moreover, the analysis of
several putative new genes shows that, as expected, many short genes have escaped annotation. In
most cases, these new genes revealed frameshifts that could be either artifacts or genuine
frameshifts. Some entirely unexpected new genes have also been identified. This allowed us to get
a more complete picture of prokaryotic genomes. The results of this procedure are progressively
integrated into the SWISS-PROT reference databank.
Conclusions: The results described in the present study show that our procedure is very
satisfactory in terms of gene finding accuracy. Except in few cases, discrepancies between our
results and annotations provided by individual authors can be accounted for by the nature of each
annotation process or by specific characteristics of some genomes. This stresses that close
cooperation between scientists, regular update and curation of the findings in databases are clearly
required to reduce the level of errors in genome annotation (and hence in reducing the unfortunate
spreading of errors through centralized data libraries).
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The main goal of large-scale genome sequencing projects
is to obtain new insights into physiological and biological
processes underlying the very organization of life. An es-
sential step in this quest is gene identification, with subse-
quent functional annotation of the corresponding gene
products. Gene recognition in bacteria is far from being al-
ways straightforward, despite the fact that bacterial genes
are usually lacking introns. Extraction of all possible Open
Reading Frames (ORFs) of a given length from a given
DNA sequence is a trivial procedure; it is much less simple
to decide which among those contain genes that are even-
tually expressed and code for proteins (CoDing Sequenc-
es, CDSs). The widely spread (and unfortunate) confusion
between ORFs and CDSs is the sign of the lack of adequa-
cy of many annotating systems in gene identification.
Gene-finding methods are traditionally divided into two
broad categories [1]. "Intrinsic" methods, which deal with
DNA sequence only, use statistics or pattern recognition
algorithms to find genes in DNA through detection of spe-
cific motifs or global statistical patterns. A typical example
of such methods is the GeneMark software [2], a deserved-
ly popular gene prediction program for prokaryotes,
which uses periodical Markov models to find DNA re-
gions that code for proteins. "Extrinsic" methods take into
account information derived from similarity search proce-
dures, using as queries either the genome sequence itself,
or the putative proteins derived from the list of ORFs [3].
In the first case, the translation in all the six frames of the
query DNA is required to compare the resulting amino
acid sequences to known proteins (BLASTX program). Al-
though this method has been shown to be relatively effec-
tive for gene finding [4], it is too time-consuming to be
used as a common procedure. In addition, the prediction
of such extrinsic methods entirely relies on the presence of
closely related protein sequences in databanks, a dramatic
limitation for gene discovery. Finally, it has been recently
shown that a great many spurious short genes are general-
ly annotated in genomes [5], and that the number of po-
tential errors in the prediction of functional annotation is
higher than is usually believed, mainly because it is based
on relatively weak sequence identities and/or partial
alignments [6].
Practical experience in genome analysis shows that it is
necessary to incorporate as much available biologically
derived evidence as possible in order to achieve reliable
results [7]. An integration of several sequence analysis
methods into a coherent and efficient prediction system is
therefore required to obtain efficient computer-assisted
annotation of DNA sequences. Several platforms integrat-
ing some of these goals have recently been developed [8–
10]. Our own effort in this direction resulted in the crea-
tion of an integrated computer environment, Imagene,
dedicated to genome sequence annotation and analysis
[11]. In this system, both the biological data and the se-
quence analysis tools are uniformly represented in an ob-
ject-based model, with a user interface, which allows one
to display simultaneously the results produced by a varie-
ty of methods. This helps one to easily annotate interest-
ing features of the sequence. In contrast to the approach
followed by "genome crunchers" such as GeneQuiz [12]
or Magpie [13], no automatic postprocessing of results
has been defined in Imagene. The final synthesis and de-
cisions are under the responsibility of the annotator and
are helped by the graphic clues presented by the system.
With the multiplication of genomic sequences of microor-
ganisms, it became important to perform an efficient gene
annotation using a first automatic procedure step before
going to an in-depth manual annotation.
To tackle this problem, we have developed and embedded
into our environment Imagene a new method (called
AMIGA for Automatic MIcrobial Genome Annotation),
that automatically finds out the most likely CoDing Se-
quences in a large contig or a complete bacterial genome
(remember that a CDS is not an ORF). AMIGA relies on
the combination of two gene-finding intrinsic methods
and a heuristic approach allowing selection of the most
likely CDSs (Bocs et al., submitted; see Materials and
Methods). In the present analysis, this program was run
on 26 complete prokaryotic genomes. The accuracy of the
method was assessed by comparing its predictions with
the genome sequence annotations provided in the World-
Wide DNA Data Library (GenBank/EMBL-EBI/DDBJ,
WWDDL for short) [14]. We report here the results ob-
tained by investigating discrepancies between our results
and annotations present in the WWDDL. In this context
we discuss both the diversity of annotation processes be-
tween authors, and the biological properties of some an-
notated genomes.
Results and Discussion
The AMIGA method was used to analyze 26 complete
prokaryotic genomes (see Materials and Methods). The re-
sults were compared to original annotations available in
the most recent release of the WWDDL. The number of
CDSs in the Original Annotation (OA), in the AMIGA Pre-
diction (AP), and Common to both OA and AP (CC) are
given in Additional File 1. Subsequently, from the set of
entirely missed annotated genes (i.e. Gene Not Found,
GNF = OA-CC) and the set of newly predicted genes (i.e.
potential New Genes, NG= AP-CC), the percentage of
genes in each category is given according with reference to
the value of their average coding probability (Pc). None of
the AMIGA CDSs has a coding probability value below 0.2
because this value is the threshold of rejection in our
method. Finally, the proportion of genes having a given
status is also given in Additional File 1 (Wrong or Suspi-
cious for the Genes Not Found having a Pc value belowPage 2 of 10
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having a Pc value above 0.4). One will note that the pro-
portion of CDSs having a Wrong or a New status (resp.
New status) is generally small as compared to the total
number annotated of Gene Not Found (resp. potential
New Genes) (see Materials and Methods).
Accuracy of AMIGA as an automatic CDSs annotation 
process
A first general observation can be made on the number of
CDSs identified both by the Original Annotation (OA)
and by the AMIGA method Prediction (AP): the largest
proportion of genes found by AMIGA demonstrates that
the procedure is satisfactory in terms of gene finding accu-
racy. Except for Aeropyrum pernix, Pyrococcus horikoshii, and
to a lesser degree, for the two strains of Neisseria meningi-
tidis, more than 92% of the original annotations have
been substantiated (Additional File 1). The number of an-
notated genes in the Gene Not Found category (i.e. pre-
sumed genes annotated by the authors and not retained
by our method) is generally low especially in the case of
the Aquifex aeolicus, Haemophilus influenzae and Methano-
coccus jannaschii genomes (about 15 genes, i.e. 1%, Addi-
tional File 1). Moreover, except in four cases
corresponding to hypothetical genes identified either by
the GeneMark method [2] or the CodonPreference meth-
od [15], no original annotated gene, having a coding
probability above 0.4, has not been seen by our method.
For the Mycobacterium tuberculosis G+C-rich genome, an
important proportion of long ORFs with coding probabil-
ities below 0.2 is observed, that probably corresponds to
non-coding frames. The AMIGA method did not predict
three M. tuberculosis annotated genes with a coding prob-
ability above 0.4 (i.e. 0.08%; Additional File 1). For these
cases, the method did not pick out the correct translation
initiation codon but chose the leftmost start. Thus, the
corresponding (therefore too long) CDSs had a Pc below
0.4. In addition, they overlapped a sure CDS (Pc >= 0.4)
and were consequently eliminated by AMIGA. This global
analysis has revealed that the setting of AMIGA parameter
values must be appropriately tuned in the case of genomes
with a high G+C content.
The highest percentage of annotated GNF (i.e., above 7%)
is found in the Escherichia coli, N. meningitidis, Treponoma
pallidum, Vibrio cholerae, P. horikoshii and A. pernix genom-
es. This is therefore independent of the genome size and
the coding probability of most of the corresponding genes
is very low (Pc < 0.2; Additional File 1). This is accounted
for by features related either to the annotation process or
to specific characteristics of the corresponding genomes
such as portions of the sequence being horizontally trans-
ferred and/or the repetitive nature of the DNA (see be-
low).
Evidence for a diversity of annotation processes between 
authors
The result of the annotation obtained with the A. pernix
genome (42.24% of the GNF have a coding probability
below 0.2, and most of them are in the Wrong category!),
as well as the annotation result obtained with the P.
horikoshii genome are somewhat surprising. Indeed,
19.86% of the annotated Genes Not Found have a Pc < 0.2
and are mainly assigned a Wrong status (14.67%; Addi-
tional File 1). The genome of both these archaebacteria
has been sequenced and annotated by the same group,
with the same rules. A general (trivial) criterion for assign-
ment of potential coding regions in the genome sequence
was chosen by the annotators: all the ORFs larger than
100 sense codons (i.e., 300 bp in length) and starting ei-
ther with ATG or GTG were retained as CDSs, whatever
the results of similarity search in protein databanks, and
no specific identifier of the distribution of bases in CDSs
was used. Smaller ORFs (50–99 sense codons) were re-
tained only if the sequences showed some similarity to the
protein sequences (or motif sequences) in the databanks
[16,17]. The simplistic nature of this procedure is also ob-
vious when looking at the number of potential New
Genes (NG) found by the AMIGA method (10.23%; Addi-
tional File 1). The large over-annotation of A. pernix has
previously been noted [5]. This genome has also been in-
vestigated in detail using the COG system (Clusters of Or-
thologous Groups of proteins) [18]. Interestingly, this
latter approach (which is based on phylogenetic classifica-
tion of the proteins encoded in complete genomes) gave
results similar to those presented here: about 32% of the
originally annotated genes were not assigned to COG
clusters. Not unexpectedly, this strongly suggests that
these ORFs are not really genes (this could be compared
to the 33.96% of original annotation having the Wrong
status; Additional File 1) [19]. It is worth noting that, in
term of functional annotation, looking at the genes that
are members of COGs allows one to improve gene recog-
nition in complete genomes (naturally however, new po-
tential genes cannot be found in this way) [20].
Another example of an uncertain annotation quality is
provided by the result obtained with the Mycoplasma pneu-
moniae genome, in its initial release [21]. The first analysis
of the chromosome was obtained using the GCG pro-
grams package (Genetics Computer Group, Wisconsin).
Recently, a new release of the genome annotation, using
additional tools and methods and incorporating knowl-
edge from the literature and new experimental data, has
been published [22]. Ten new proteins were predicted in
intergenic regions, sixteen protein reading frames were ex-
tended and eight shortened. In addition, the new annota-
tion removed 23 previously annotated genes. In our
approach, the number of Gene Not Found having a
Wrong status is indeed very low (2 genes i.e. 0.29%; Addi-Page 3 of 10
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New Genes with a coding probability above 0.4 is quite
important (95 genes, i.e. 11.80%; Additional File 1). Fi-
nally, it is worth noting that the genome of Mycoplasma
genitalium also revealed an important proportion of possi-
ble New Genes (47, i.e. 8.55% of these genes have a cod-
ing probability above 0.4; Additional File 1). This result
comes mainly from the fact that the authors intentionally
did not annotate the occurrences of the three-gene operon
that encodes one of the major surface proteins, the adhes-
in MgPa [23].
The case of the A. aeolicus genome illustrates the opposite
situation: its annotation rests on so stringent parameters
that it misses a number of genes. It is the genome for
which we obtained the lowest proportion of annotated
Genes Not Found by AMIGA together with an important
number of potential New Genes (respectively 11 GNF, i.e.
0.72% and 181 NG, i.e. 10.57%; Additional File 1). These
additional predicted genes have most often a very high
coding probability (above 0.6), a length below 600 bp,
and two thirds display either weak or no similarity with
the non-redundant protein databank. The annotation
process, briefly described by the authors [24], was based
on the use of the Magpie software, which is dedicated to
the complete automation of annotation [13]. It is likely
that the parameter values required in the automatic as-
signment of CDSs from information obtained with multi-
ple analysis tools, were chosen to be stringent in the
context of the A. aeolicus genome annotation, in order to
avoid spurious annotation.
The results obtained with the two strains of the N. menin-
gitidis genome are surprising (240, i.e. 11.63% and 308,
i.e. 14.47% of annotated GNF having a Pc < 0.2), since the
two most important groups in the context of the sequenc-
ing projects (the Sanger Center and The Institute of Ge-
nome Research) have sequenced and analyzed these
bacterial genomes. Generally, the predictions obtained
with other genomes sequenced by these centers are indeed
accurate (for example, Campylobacter jejuni for the Sanger
Center, or H. influenzae for TIGR). In terms of annotation
processes, the strategies used by the two groups are slight-
ly different. Sequence analysis tools, such as Glimmer [25]
for the prediction of CDSs, BlastP and FastA for the simi-
larity searches in protein databanks or in the PFAM data-
base of protein domains [26], are commonly used. A
second annotation approach is sometimes used by the
TIGR group, scanning directly the whole-genome se-
quence for homology searches with BlastX, BlastN and
tBlastX [3], without introducing assumptions associated
with defined CDSs. This analysis is particularly useful in
the context of frameshift error detection. Finally, in these
two sequencing centers, a graphical interface allowing the
integration of the results of several analyses, and to visu-
alize the potential CDSs, homologies, repeats, etc is used
(TIGR software, unpublished; Artemis [10]). A manual
annotation of the sequence and predicted proteins is sub-
sequently performed, the results of which is a high final
annotation quality. Therefore, noting that the majority of
the genes missed by AMIGA in the two N. meningitidis
strains has a coding probability below 0.2 and no status
(Additional File 1), we have to conclude that the discrep-
ancy must be accounted for by the specific properties of
the bacteria themselves. In particular, N. meningitidis
strains are naturally competent and freely take up DNA
from the environment, and incorporate it into their ge-
nome. This means that large portions of the genome are
horizontally transferred. In the context of this work, the
CDSs having very different coding properties from the na-
tive genes are expected to be missed by the settings used in
AMIGA (the minimum coding probability threshold is 0.2
and no training has been performed on horizontally
transferred genes; see below, the case of Synechocystis sp.).
Furthermore, the most striking characteristic of this ge-
nome is the presence of many repetitive elements ranging
from short repeats (i.e., the Neisseria DNA uptake se-
quence, which is involved in the recognition and uptake
of DNA from the environment, was found in about two
thousand copies in the two strains), to insertion sequenc-
es (which occasionally contain multiple frameshifts, large
deletions and/or premature termination codons), and
gene duplications of one kilobase or more. Many of these
repeated regions seem to be involved in the genome evo-
lution and antigenic variation in this human pathogen
[27,28]. In DNA sequences harboring such repeats, the
proportion of questionable coding regions detected by a
method based on Markov model is generally high.
Impact of (authentic) frameshifts and horizontally trans-
ferred genes in the results
Potential New Genes that have been found by the AMIGA
method are generally very short (ranging from 170 to 500
bp) and half of them code for peptide sequences showing
similarities with sequences in the non-redundant protein
databank ('known proteins' in the case of Bacteria and
'hypothetical proteins' in the case of Archaea). We also
noticed that these small CDSs were very often located in
regions where possible frameshifts have been detected by
the ProFED method [29] (L. Labarre, in preparation). In
addition, several of these CDSs have revealed new
frameshifts, often correlated with the presence of pseudo-
genes. For example, in the case of the H. influenzae ge-
nome the 9 potential New Genes having a coding
probability above 0.4 (Additional File 1) code for protein
fragments (smaller than 300 bp), seven of which being
identified by ProFED. Some of these new gene fragments
are similar to genes of particular functions found in path-
ogenic organisms, such as genes involved in iron transport
or in a type III secretion system.Page 4 of 10
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nomes, both sequenced and annotated by TIGR, about
6% of the previously annotated genes were not present in
the AMIGA annotation. These genes mainly corresponded
to very short CDSs (100 to 150 bp in length) having a cod-
ing probability below 0.2 (Additional File 1). A similar
proportion of annotated GNF has been found in the Syn-
echocystis sp. genome sequence, the majority of which
where not assigned a specific status (in particular the
number of Wrong CDSs is very low; Additional File 1).
This indicates that the corresponding genes either showed
similarity with proteins in the databank, or had a length
above 900 bp (See Materials and Methods, Figure 2). This
genome harbors many genes, which code for proteins
containing typical Trp-Asp(WD)-repeats. These elements
were originally reported as conserved repeats contained in
the regulatory proteins of eukaryotes [30]. Moreover, phy-
logenetic relationships between cyanobacteria and plants
showed that numerous proteins and tRNA genes with sig-
nificant similarity to plant nuclear and plastid genes were
predicted in the Synechocystis genome [31]. Compared to
the native genes of Synechocystis sp., these genes may have
a different codon usage bias resulting in a very low coding
probability using AMIGA. Indeed, the GeneMark model
used was trained on the set of all annotated genes in the
WWDDL (see Materials and Methods), reflecting the co-
don usage bias of the majority of the genes, i.e. the native
one. Similar observations are generally true for microbial
genomes with an important proportion of horizontally
transferred genes, such as Synechocystis PCC6803, E. coli,
A. aeolicus, Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum[32].
Heterogeneity in nucleotide composition and in codon
usage patterns of E. coli genes has been analyzed and used
to identify genes that could be of foreign origin [33–35].
More than 17% of the E. coli genes have probably been ac-
quired from other genomes [36]. When not using the co-
don usage matrix associated to this particular class of
genes in the AMIGA procedure [37], 7.69% of the E. coli
annotated genes have been left out: these CDSs generally
have a low coding probability and either none or a suspi-
cious status (Additional File 1). An interesting result for
this model genome is found when comparing the anno-
tated Genes Not Found by AMIGA and having a Wrong
status ([38], deposited in the WWDDL by the Blattner
group in November 1998) to the curated lists of genes and
proteins present both in the EcoGene and GenProtEC da-
tabases [39,40]. Among the 61 GNF having a Wrong sta-
tus (1.42%; Additional File 1), 33 (54%) have
disappeared from the curated databases, 22 (36%) corre-
spond to genes whose function is either unknown or sim-
ilar to that of hypothetical proteins in databanks, and 6
(10%) only are genes which have been previously identi-
fied as bona fide genes. These genes code for 50 amino acid
long polypeptides, except for the tnaL gene, which codes
for the tryptophanase leader peptide (25 residues). Half of
them are related to insertion sequences (IS) or prophage
regions. Thus, given the data of these curated databases,
the number of E. coli Genes Not Found by AMIGA, and
having the Wrong status, is in fact equal to 22 (0.6 %).
Prediction of potential new genes: the cases of particular 
genomes
For the E. coli genome sequence, 0.73% of the CDSs found
only by the AMIGA method have a 'New' status (Addition-
al File 1). Using the EcoGene database [39] as a new refer-
Figure 1
Overall strategy of the CDSs (re-)annotation of the bacterial
genomes. The procedure involves four main steps (see text),
the latter being performed on potential New Genes having a
coding probability above 0.4 (list Ist-NG>=Sure-Pc), and on
annotated Genes Not Found having a coding probability
below the 0.2 (list lst-GNF<Min-Pc). (WWDDL) World-Wide
DNA Data Library (GenBank/EMBL-EBI/DDBJ); (Pc) coding
probability.Page 5 of 10
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thirds of these new annotations are already present in Ec-
oGene, thus remarkably substantiating the validity of the
AMIGA approach. They correspond either to previous cor-
rections of frameshift errors in the E. coli DNA sequence,
or to new annotations of very short CDSs. The remainder
shows similarities with insertion sequences or prophage
regions, and one CDS is highly similar to the C-terminus
of the maltose-6'-phosphate glucosidase (MalH) protein
annotated in the Fusobacterium mortiferum genome. This
new CDS is located just behind the glvG gene in the E. coli
genome, which codes for a probable 6-phospho-beta glu-
cosidase. The corresponding SWISS-PROT databank entry
(accession number P31450), contains an annotation indi-
cating that the protein lacks the C-terminal half of the cat-
alytic domain found in other members of this family.
Finally, a new CDS is located just behind the rpiB gene on
the E. coli genome, and in front of the phnQ, gene which
has been annotated on the reverse strand. The phnQ gene
(labeled 'very hypothetical protein' in the SWISS-PROT
databank) has a 'Wrong' status (Additional File 1) and has
been removed from the EcoGene database. It is therefore
likely that it should be removed from SWISS-PROT as
well. The new CDS we have found in the opposite strand
is probably the correct one, but despite its high coding
probability (0.63), no similarity with the protein data-
bank has been detected.
The coordinator of the annotation consortium of the M.
tuberculosis genome ([41], S. Cole, personal communica-
tion, 2001) has carefully analyzed results obtained in case
of this bacterium. Among the potential New Genes having
a New status (54 genes, i.e. 1.32%, Additional File 1),
61.5% have been integrated in an updated version of the
annotations (to date, these corrections are only available
in the Artemis system which is used to perform the M. tu-
berculosis annotation), 31.6% have been previously iden-
tified (but not integrated in the nucleic databank
updates), and 7% were considered not enough convinc-
ing. One third of the previously identified new genes were
in fact genes originally annotated using inappropriate da-
tabank label features (such as 'misc_feature' or 'mRNA',
instead of 'CDS'). This set of newly identified genes has al-
lowed us to confirm several original wrongly annotated
CDSs (32% of the proportion of Genes Not Found having
a Wrong status). More than fifty percent of our New Genes
have revealed the existence of probable (authentic or not)
frameshifts in the genome sequence. The products of
these genes are similar to hypothetical proteins (43%), in-
sertion sequences or prophage proteins (23%), and asso-
ciated to other biological functions (34%) such as
regulatory proteins, export proteins and lipoproteins. We
also have found a new protein (118 aa in length), located
at 1,678,550 bp between the Rv1488 (annotated as 'Hy-
pothetical protein') and Rv1490 (annotated as 'Probable
membrane protein') genes. This new gene is similar to an
invasion protein of Mycobacterium paratuberculosis and
clearly replaces the previous Rv1489c entry, which has
been annotated at the same location and in the reverse
strand.
Application of the method to strains 26696 and J99 of
Helicobacter pylori produced respectively 0.7 and 0.4% of
potential New Genes (Additional File 1). Several of these
CDSs have been annotated in one strain but not in the
other strain (2 new genes of the 26696 strain were found
in the genome of the J99 strain, and 1 new gene of the J99
strain was annotated in the genome of the 26696 strain).
Most of these new CDSs (65%) are located in regions
where potential frameshifts have been detected by the
ProFED method (L. Labarre, in preparation). One interest-
ing new gene has been found in strain 26696. It is located
at position 1,005,895 bp between two tRNA genes, coding
respectively for tRNA-Gly and tRNA-Leu. This new CDS is
also located in front of the gene named HP0945, which
has been annotated in the reverse strand and which has a
Wrong status. We found a significant similarity of its prod-
uct with a TRL transfer RNA associated locus, previously
described in the H. pylori genome. In fact, expression of
this new gene has been demonstrated experimentally: this
tRNA-associated locus is co-transcribed with tRNA (Gly)
and reveals genetic diversity [42]. This is the reason why
we did not find this CDS in the J99 strain. In this latter
strain, we have found a new CDS located between the
jhp0919 gene (annotated as a 'topoisomerase I, topA_2')
and the jhp0920 gene (annotated as 'putative'). Its prod-
uct shows similarity with a short part of the jhp0931 gene,
which is found 15000 bp further in the genomic se-
quence. This gene has been annotated as a topoisomerase
I (topA_3) and we noticed that the three adjacent genes
(jhp0919+our new CDS+jhp0920) correspond to the
jhp0931 gene. This gene has thus been duplicated in the
genome of H. pylori and only one copy, jhp0931, is still
functional.
Integration of the results of the present study into the 
SWISS-PROT databank
The present work is meant to provide efficient annotation
to the High quality Automated Microbial Annotation of
Proteomes (HAMAP) project. In the framework of the
SWISS-PROT database [43], this project aims at automat-
ically annotating a significant percentage of proteins orig-
inating from microbial genome sequencing projects. The
annotation protocol differs from the many currently exist-
ing automatic annotation systems in that it does not try to
attempt to hunt for distant similarities. The programs be-
ing developed are specifically designed to track down "ec-
centric" proteins, and a careful manual annotation is
subsequently performed with these proteins. The results
presented here are a contribution toward the achievementPage 6 of 10
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identified microbial New Genes are regularly integrated
into the SWISS-PROT databank. As shown in Table 1, ef-
forts are currently focused on the completion of the cata-
log of essential biological functions such as those
involved in the translation cellular process (A. pernix and
P. horikoshii; Table 1), or in exportation systems (M. geni-
talium). New Genes showing similarities, on their full
length, with other databank hypothetical proteins are also
included as new SWISS-PROT entries (M. jannaschii and
Thermotoga maritima; Table 1). In the case of Archaeoglobus
fulgidus, we have found a short CDS that strongly suggest-
ed a likely frameshift error in the gyrB gene sequence.
While the name of this gene remains identical to the one
given in the nucleic databank (i.e., AF0530), the protein
sequence is different since the SWISS-PROT entry has
been corrected (632 aa instead of 507 aa in length).
Conclusions
We have developed a new method that automatically
finds out the most likely CoDing Sequences in a large con-
tig or a complete bacterial genome, using biological
knowledge (periodical Markov chain analysis, sequence
comparisons and identification of protein start sites). The
method was used to analyze 26 complete prokaryotic ge-
nomes, and the accuracy of gene finding was assessed by
comparison with existing annotations. Our predictions
were most often in agreement with the published annota-
tions. Discrepancies between our results and authors an-
notations were further investigated. We found that a
sizeable amount of genes annotated within the frame-
work of large-scale sequencing projects are likely to be
partially inaccurate or plainly wrong (2%). In addition,
while investigating carefully several bacterial genomes,
some putative new genes have been discovered. Perhaps
not unexpectedly, many short genes have been omitted in
annotation, probably because of their short length. In
most cases, these new genes revealed frameshifts in the
DNA sequence frames that could be sequencing errors.
However, because genome sequencing is now highly accu-
rate, these frameshifts could be of a genuine type, then
corresponding either to pseudogenes or to programmed
translational frameshifts. Finally, in rare but very interest-
ing cases, entirely new genes have been identified. An im-
portant conclusion of this work is that close cooperation
between scientists, regular update and curation of the
findings in databases are required to reduce the level of er-
rors. We support calls for concerted efforts in re-annota-
tion and in this context, our group actively participates to
the HAMAP project (High quality Automated Microbial
Annotation of Proteomes) which aims at automatically
annotating a significant percentage of proteins originating
from microbial genome sequencing projects  [http://
www.expasy.ch/prot/hamap] . The results of the present
work will be available at the following Web site  [http://
chlora.infobiogen.fr:1234/wlag]  and we encourage au-
thors to contact us for further investigation in new poten-
tial genes which have thus been found.
Materials and Methods
Data
We have used in this study a total of 26 complete bacterial
genomes available in the public databanks. The following
genomes were analyzed (abbreviations in parentheses):
Aeropyrum pernix (AERPE), Aquifex aeolicus (AQUAE), Ar-
chaeoglobus fulgidus (ARCFU), Borrelia burgdorferi (BOR-
Table 1: Examples of potential New Genes integrated as new SWISS-PROT entries
Entry Accession Description Seq 
Length 
(aa)
RL21_AERPE P58077 50S RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L21 E 107
RL29_AERPE P58085 50S RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L29P 66
RL34_AERPE P58026 50S RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L34E 95
GYRB_ARCFU 029720 DNA GYRASE SUBUNIT B (EC 5.99.1.3) 632
EX7S_CHLTR P58001 PROBABLE EXODEOXYRIBONUCLEASE VII SMALL SUBUNIT 
(EC 3.1.11.6) (EXONUCLEASE VII SMALL SUBUNIT)
72
YD5A_METJA P58018 HYPOTHETICAL PROTEIN MJ135.1 364
SECG_MYCGE P58061 PROBABLE PROTEIN_EXPORT MEMBRANE PROTEIN SECG 77
RL31_PYRHO P58189 50S RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L31 E 95
RS27_PYRHO P58078 30S RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN S27E 65
SUI1_PYRHO P58193 PROTEIN TRANSLATION FACTOR SUI1 HOMOLOG 99
Y56A_THEMA P58008 HYPOTHETICAL PROTEIN TM0562.1 192
YB5A_THEMA P58009 HYPOTHETICAL PROTEIN TM1158.1 240
YV6A_VIBCH P58093 HYPOTHETICAL PROTEIN VCA0360.1 80Page 7 of 10
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(CHLPN), Chlamydia trachomatis (CHLTR) Escherichia coli
(ECOLI), Haemophilus influenzae (HAEIN), Helicobacter py-
lori J99 (HELPJ), Helicobacter pylori 26695 (HELPY), Meth-
anococcus jannaschii (METJA), Methanobacterium
thermoautotrophicum (METTH), Mycoplasma genitalium
(MYCGE), Mycoplasma pneumoniae (MYCPN), Mycobacte-
rium tuberculosis (MYCTU), Neisseria meningitidis MC58
(NEIMB), Neisseria meningitidis Z2491 (NEIMA), Pyrococ-
cus abyssi (PYRAB), Pyrococcus horikoshii (PYRHO), Rickett-
sia prowazekii (RICPR), Synechocystis sp. C125 (SYNY3),
Thermotoga maritima (THEMA), Treponema pallidum
(TREPA), Ureaplasma parvum (UREPA) and Vibrio cholerae
(VIBCH). Sequences of all complete genomes with the ac-
companying information on the positions of protein-cod-
ing genes were retrieved from National Center for
Biotechnology Information Entrez Genomes  [http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov] . Original annotation data were
extracted from the feature tables of the WWDDL files (up-
date of January 2001), and incorporated into our Prokary-
otic Genome DataBase, PkGDB (L. Labarre, in
preparation).
Automatic Microbial Genomes Annotation: the AMIGA 
strategy
The AMIGA method automatically finds out the most like-
ly CoDing Sequences (CDSs) in a large contig or a com-
plete bacterial genome. A precise description of this
method together with a statistical evaluation of the cho-
sen threshold values (which have currently being deter-
mined empirically, subsequent to the examination of
results obtained with several AMIGA runs on various bac-
terial genomes) will be described elsewhere (Bocs et al.,
submitted). The two main steps of AMIGA can be summa-
rized as follows:
Combining two gene-finding intrinsic methods
Given the sequence of a complete genome, a CDS search-
ing method is first executed and the positions, in the six
reading frames, of the putative CDSs longer than 60 bp are
kept. Then, the GeneMark method [2] is used to produce
six numeric vectors corresponding to the coding probabil-
ities along the DNA fragment for each of the six frames. Of
course, preliminary calculation of the adapted GeneMark
model (i.e. the matrix containing the transition probabil-
ity values of the Markov model) is performed for each
studied genome (MakeMat program; M. Borodovsky per-
sonal communication). The results of these two methods
are merged together in order to compute for each putative
CDS its coding probability, using the values of the corre-
sponding GeneMark vector. We subsequently construct a
first list containing all putative CDSs, each of them being
characterized by their start and stop codon positions, their
length (bp), their frame, and their average coding proba-
bility.
Figure 2
Assignation of a status to some additional CDSs. A. The
annotated Genes Not Found by the AMIGA method (CDSd).
B. The potential AMIGA New Genes (CDSa). The procedure
takes into account the length of the CDS, its coding probabil-
ity, results of similarity search in the non-redundant protein
databank and overlaps between adjacent CDSs, these CDSs
being an AMIGA CDS (CDSa) and a databank CDS (CDSd)
(see text). Although all situations are investigated in the pro-
cedure, there are obviously preferred ways (thick arrows):
for example a CDSa of the lst-NG>=Sure-Pc list is often
found with no overlap with a CDSd. In this case, the CDSa
often has a length below 300 bp and, either no similarity
(AMBIGUOUS status) or similarity (NEW status) with pro-
teins in the databank. If a CDSa does overlap a CDSd, the last
one often has a weak coding probability and no similarity
with proteins in the databank (in this case, the CDSa has the
NEW status). Therefore it is extremely rare to found a
CDSa of the lst-NG>=Sure-Pc in overlap with a CDSd having
a strong coding probability, this overlap between the two
CDSs being also important (broken arrows). In case of A. per-
nix and P. horikoshii the threshold for the CDSd length has
been fixed to 600 bp instead of 300 bp. This choice is moti-
vated by the nature of the annotation procedure of the
authors of the genome sequences (see text). (L) length; (Pc)
coding probability; (lst-NG>=Sure-Pc) list of CDSa having a
coding probability above 0.4; (lst-GNF<Min-Pc) list of CDSd
having a coding probability below 0.2.Page 8 of 10
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The selection of the most likely CDSs consists in the elim-
ination of the false positives according to the coding po-
tentials of the predicted CDSs and to overlapping criteria
between adjacent CDSs, these overlaps being either total
(they are called inclusion) or partial. Current experimen-
tal data do not show much evidence for existence of com-
pletely overlapping genes in prokaryotic genomes. Most
of the included CDSs are then eliminated, except for in-
clusion being characteristic of the presence of a compen-
sating frameshift in the sequence. In the same way, two
overlapping CDSs, transcribed in the same strand, are
kept in the final list of the selected CDSs [29].
Overall strategy of the CDS (re-)annotation of the bacte-
rial genomes
For each genome of interest, the analysis consisted of the
following four main steps (Figure 1). Step1: Starting with
the AMIGA strategy, we extracted from the chromosome
sequence (WWDDL files) a list of putative CDSs, which
are characterized by their position in the nucleic sequence
and their average coding probability. Step2: From the
"feature" section we extracted the position of the genes as
originally annotated, and a coding probability is comput-
ed for each gene (using the coding probabilities along the
genome obtained in the first step). Step3: Subsequently,
the two sets of CDSs (one from the AMIGA results and
one from the authors' annotation) were compared for
their stop codon position in the genome (there may be a
possible misplacement of the gene start codon). Then,
three main lists of CDSs are generated: (i) the list of the
CDSs shared by the two compared sets of CDSs; (ii) the
list of additional databank CDSs, i.e. annotated Genes
Not Found by the AMIGA method (GNF); (iii) the list of
additional AMIGA CDSs, i.e. putative New Genes (NG;
Figure 1). Step4: A status being 'WRONG or SUSPICIOUS'
in case of additional databank annotations, and 'NEW or
AMBIGUOUS' in case of additional AMIGA predictions,
was assigned according to the following procedure.
Status assignation to the two sets of additional CDSs
Two main types of CDSs annotation error can be found in
databanks: an annotated CDS, which has no biological
meaning, and a missed CDS annotation corresponding to
a putative new gene. Therefore, from the set of annotated
Genes Not Found by AMIGA, we extracted the CDSs hav-
ing a coding probability below 0.2. This list of CDSs is
called lst-GNF<=Min-Pc (Figure 2). Also, from the set of
putative new genes, we selected the CDSs having a coding
probability above 0.4. This list of CDSs is called ist-
NG>=Sure-Pc (Figure 2). These two subsets were translated
into protein sequences and compared to the SWISS-PROT,
SPTrEMBL, and TrEMBLnew protein databanks [43], us-
ing an iterative blast2P similarity search program [3]. The
statistical expect value for reporting hits was set at a
threshold of 10-3, the selected hits being obviously differ-
ent from the original annotation. Each CDS was then
characterized by its start and stop codon positions in the
genome, its length (bp), its frame, its coding probability,
and results of similarity search in the non-redundant pro-
tein databank if performed. In order to assign a status to
these CDSs, we defined additional criteria as shown in
Figure 2. A CDSd of the lst-GNF<=Min-Pc list (i.e., a data-
bank CDS) was assigned a 'WRONG' or a 'SUSPICIOUS'
status depending on the value of: (i) its similarity with
proteins in the databank; (ii) its coding probability; (iii)
its length in case of very weak coding probability; (iv) its
overlap with a CDSa of the lst-NG>=Sure-Pc list (i.e., an
AMIGA CDS) (Figure 2A). Similar criteria having different
thresholds were used to assign a status to a CDSa of the lst-
NG>=Sure-Pc list. In addition, for an overlapping CDSd
with the CDSa being examined, we also took into account
the value of the similarity with proteins in the databank
(Figure 2B).
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